
Good afternoon! I’m 
glad to see you!



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can say “Just a wash and a 
blow-dry.” at the florist’s. 



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can say “Just a wash and a 
blow-dry.” at the hair 

dresser’s. 



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can hear “Do you prefer 
silver or gold?” at the 

newsagent’s.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can hear “Do you prefer 
silver or gold?” at the 

jeweler’s.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can buy some prawns at the 
baker’s.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can buy some prawns at the 
fishmonger’s.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can ask “Do you have this in 
an extra large?” at the 

butcher’s.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can ask “Do you have this in 
an extra large?” at the 

clothes shop.



Am I wrong? Help me!

► I can buy a bunch of tulips at 
the florist’s.



Thank you! I am glad because you 
have helped me



Or I’m not glad? I am angry! 
Because I have lost my favorite 

milk chocolate.



Emotions



Let’s revise!
I am angry! I have lost my 

chocolate.
I am tired! I have been running for 2 

hours!



Why are you …. Surprised?

I (find out) that 
my cat can 

speak Chinese!



Why are you …. Surprised?

I have found out 
that my cat can 
speak Chinese!



Why are you …. tired?

I (do) my 
English 

homework for 2 
hours.



Why are you …. tired?

I have been 
doing my 
English 

homework for 2 
hours.



Why are you …. sad?

I (just/watch) a 
really sad 

dramatic film!



Why are you …. sad?

I have just 
watched a 
really sad 

dramatic film!



Why are you …. scared?

I (see) a huge 
spider in my 
bathroom!



Why are you …. scared?

I have seen a 
huge spider in 
my bathroom!



Why are you …. happy?

I 
(already/finish)

doing this 
exercise!



Why are you …. happy?

I have already 
finished doing 
this exercise! 



Why are you …. happy?

Or because I 
have already 

eaten my 
favorite cheese 

and ham 
triangles.



Do you know 
the recipe? Do 

you know 
what to do 

with the food?

Can you cook cheese and ham triangles?



Let’s say the aim of the lesson!



………..of chocolate
………..of milk
………..of sugar
………..of salt
………..of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
………..of milk
………..of sugar
………..of salt
………..of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
Litre of milk
………..of sugar
………..of salt
………..of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
Litre of milk
Teaspoon of sugar
………..of salt
………..of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
Litre of milk
Teaspoon of sugar
Pinch of salt
………..of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
Litre of milk
Teaspoon of sugar
Pinch of salt
Slice of cheese
………..of brown bread



Bar of chocolate
Litre of milk
Teaspoon of sugar
Pinch of salt
Slice of cheese
Loaf of brown bread



Food preparation verbs
… … … cheese, carrots
… … … butter, chocolate
… … … eggs, cream
… … … bread, cake
… … … sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
… … … butter, chocolate
… … … eggs, cream
… … … bread, cake
… … … sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
… … … eggs, cream
… … … bread, cake
… … … sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
Beat eggs, cream
… … … bread, cake
… … … sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
Beat eggs, cream
Slice bread, cake
… … … sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
Beat eggs, cream
Slice bread, cake
Pour sauce, coffee
… … … potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
Beat eggs, cream
Slice bread, cake
Pour sauce, coffee
Peel potatoes, bananas
… … … onions, vegetables



Food preparation verbs
grate cheese, carrots
Melt butter, chocolate
Beat eggs, cream
Slice bread, cake
Pour sauce, coffee
Peel potatoes, bananas
Chop onions, vegetables



A: I’d like some 
bread, please.
B: White or 
brown?
A: Brown, please.

Food preparation verbs



Idioms



Listening



Thank you for the lesson, you 
may be free!


